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1. stroll To walk in a leisurely way. 
   
2. length The measurement or extent of something from end to end, or a measurement taken of 

this distance. 
 

3. dwarf A small stocky imaginary being resembling a human, associated with mountains, 
mines and buried treasures. 

   
4. viewer A person who watches something such as television, or an event. 
   
5. concerned Worried; anxious. 
   
6. smeared Past tense smear. To coat or mark with a greasy or sticky substance. 
   
7. streak A long, thin mark of a different substance or color from its surroundings.  
   
8. schedule A plan for carrying out a process or procedure, giving lists of intended events and 

times. 
   
9. dabbed Past tense dab. To press against (something) lightly several times with a piece of 

absorbent material. 
   
10. swarm A large or dense group of flying insects. 
   
11. rushed Past tense rush. To move or act or cause to move or act with urgent haste. 
   
12. flickered Past tense flicker. To shine or burn unsteadily and fitfully.   
   
13. sweaty Exuding, soaked in, or inducing sweat. 
   
14. sprayed Past tense spray. To disperse a liquid in the form of fine particles, or apply a liquid in 

this form to the surface of something. 
   
15. dumb Temporarily unable to speak because of shock, fear or anger. 
   
16. tucked Past tense tuck. To push, fold, or bend something such as a flap of material into a 

particular place or position. 
   
17. scrap A small piece or amount of something, especially one that is left over after the 

greater part has been used. 
   
18. grit Small loose particles of stone or sand. 
   
19. tore Past tense tear. Pull something such as paper or cloth into pieces, or come apart or 

rip. 
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20. bleach To make white or much lighter by a chemical process or by exposure to sunlight. 
   
21.    brand A type of product manufactured by a company under a particular name. 
   
22. bald Having little or no hair on the head. 
   
23. ripped Past tense rip. Tear or pull forcibly away from something or someone.  
   
24. stub A short part of something that is left after the main part has been removed or used. 
   
25. drifted Past tense drift. To be carried slowly by a current of air or water. 
   
26. fault 1. A defect or imperfection.  

2. Responsibility for failure or a wrongful act. 
   
27. apologize To make an apology; say one is sorry.  
 
28. 

 
apology 

 
An expression of regret for having commited an error or for being rude. 
 

29. slimy Covered by or having the feel or consistency of slime. 
   
30. cardboard Thin, stiff pasteboard, used for boxes, etc. 
   
31. allowance The amount of something allowed, especially according to regulations. 
   
32. poisonous Full of or containing poison. 
   
33. asp A small viper with an upturned snout. 
   
34. poison ivy A North American climbing plant which secretes an irritant oil from its leaves that 

can cause dermatitis. 
   
35. slithered Past tense slither. Move smoothly over a surface with a twisting or oscillating 

motion. 
   
36. hideous Extremely ugly. 
   
37. battle A sustained fight between organized armed forces. 
   
38. wealthy Having a great deal of money, resources, or assets; rich. 
   
39. refused Past tense refuse. To decline to accept (something offered); reject. 
   
40. warrior A brave or experienced soldier or fighter. 
   
41. grip To take and keep a firm hold of. 
   
42.  spun Spin, spun, spun. To turn or cause to turn round quickly. 
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43. moldy Overgrown or covered with mold. 
   
44. stinky Having a very strong and unpleasant smell. 
   
45. gross Disgusting or highly unpleasant (slang).  
   
46. sword A weapon with a long metal blade that is sharp on one or both edges. 
   
47. pump To force (liquid, gas, etc) to move by or as if by means of a pump. 
   
48. promote To encourage the growth and development of something. 
   
49. advertise To publicize something such as a job opening or item for sale. 
   
50. jolt To move or push abruptly and roughly. 
   
51. target A person, object, or place selected as the aim of an attack. 
   
52. thrilling A sudden feeling of excitement and pleasure. 
   
53. frame A rigid structure surrounding a picture, door, etc. 
   
54. issue The central or most important topic in a discussion or debate. 
   
55. deal To distribute (cards) to players for a game or round. 
   
56. rust A reddish- or yellowish- brown flaking coating of iron oxide that is formed on iron 

or steel by oxidation, especially in the presence of moisture. 
   
57. accurate Precise or free from errors. 
   
58. revenge Retaliation for an injury or wrong. 
   
59. grab To seize suddenly and roughly. 
   
60. feature A distinctive attribute or aspect. 
   
61. blogger A personal website, on which an individual records opinions, links to other sites, etc. 

on a regular basis. 
   
62. buzz A steady low humming sound like that of a bee. 
   
63. thumbs up An indication of approval or acceptance (informal). 
   
64. dub To give an unofficial name or nickname to. 
   
65. rash An area of redness and spots on the skin. 
   
66. sleeve The part of a garment that wholly or partly covers a person´s arm.  
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1. life cycle Complete cycle of changes of an organism, from one primary form to that of the next 
generation. 

   
2. pollen The fertilizing element of flowering plants, consisting of the filament and the anther. 
   
3. conifer A class of chiefly evergreen trees, such as the pine and cypress, that have seeds on a 

dry cone. 
   
4. organs Formed by grouping different kinds of tissues. 
   
5. skeleton   A frame made of bones, it holds up the animal’s body. 
   
6. cold blooded A cold-blooded animal’s body temperature changes with the outside temperature. 
   
7. warm blooded The animal’s body temperature always stay about the same, even if the outside 

temperature changes.  
   
8. vertebrates Having a vertebral column.  
   
9. invertebrates Having no spinal column or backbone.  Crickets are invertebrates.  
   
10. exoskeleton An outside skeleton, like a grasshopper’s hard shell. 
   
11. digest To convert food into materials fit to be absorbed and assimilated.  
   
12. stomach A sacklike part of the body where food is stored and partially digested. 
   
13. intestine The lower part of the tube in the body that carries food, extending from the stomach 

to anus.  
 


